Clinical/photographic evaluation of a single application of two sealants after eleven years
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Abstract

The clinical behavior of Concise and Prisma Shield sealants for pit and fissure was analyzed by clinical/photographic evaluation. A hematoxylin-based staining solution was applied to the occlusal surface 7 days, 18 months, 36 months, and 11 years after the occlusal sealing, thus allowing the sealant material on the surface to be checked. At each analysis time, each occlusal surface was photographed, and the photographs corresponding to each time were submitted to clinical/photographic evaluation. Although the sealant materials showed marginal alterations over time, they did not require reapplication because the region composed of the pit and fissure remained covered.
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INTRODUCTION

The occlusal surface is highly susceptible to the development of caries lesions, because the peculiar anatomical shape of this region makes correct hygiene difficult. Therefore, a caries lesion can start at the pit and fissures right after tooth eruption, and may, when not prevented or treated, lead to dental injury over time.

Dental caries is a multifactorial disease; even with optimal use of all available resources, it can differ from person to person, from tooth to tooth, and from surface to surface. For a long time, this disease has constituted a great challenge for preventive and social dentistry and has stimulated many researchers to develop preventive methods to control it.

The advent of the acid-etch technique in 1955 and the versatility of adhesive materials have allowed the mechanical coverage of pits and fissures and of dental enamel defects. This avoids the onset and progress of the disease, making it possible to considerably...
control the cariogenic activity in such regions. Since the first clinical report on the use of pit and fissure sealants by Cueto & Buonocore in 1967, this excellent preventive tool has been extensively employed.

In light of this history, it can be affirmed that the sealing of structural enamel defects is an effective management practice that prevents the onset of caries lesions in pits and fissures, by the employment of resinous sealants, tinted or not, with or without fluoride or load particles in their composition, or even of a resinous or conventional ionomer. However, long term clinical success is directly related to the employment of an extremely accurate technique, because material loss is attributed, almost exclusively, to the inadequacy of the technique adopted. Likewise, periodic analysis of the teeth that have received occlusal sealants is a factor of utmost importance for the control and maintenance of the material in the oral cavity over time, a fact which led us to pursue this longitudinal research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Forty-two premolars of 10 patients ranging from 12 to 14 years old were sealed. In 21 specimens, Concise (3M) autopolymerizable pit and fissure sealant (S1) was used; the others were sealed with Prisma Shield (Caulk & Dentsply) photopolymerizable sealant (S2).

Occlusal sealing of the 36 pits that were considered sound began with dental prophylaxis with pumice and water, followed by absolute isolation of the operating field, by acid conditioning of the whole occlusal surface with 37% phosphoric acid solution for 2 minutes, and by washing and drying the dental crown. Concise autopolymerizable sealant (S1) was applied to the occlusal pits and fissures with a bristle brush. In the same way, Prisma Shield photopolymerizable sealant (S2) was applied with a brush and immediately polymerized by a halogen light source (Fibralux Dabi Atlante) for 40 seconds.

At the same time, the other six specimens that had pits or fissures with minor located chromatic alterations, suggestive or not of the presence of incipient caries lesions, had these areas prepared with a smooth spherical carbide 1/4 drill (K.G. Sorensen) to remove only the areas of chromatic alteration, keeping light pits and fissures intact. Following that, after dental prophylaxis, absolute isolation, acid conditioning of dental enamel of the whole occlusal surface including the conservative cavities, and careful washing and drying of the occlusal surface, the conservative cavities received a thin layer of adhesive material (Prisma Bond-Caulk/Dentsply), which was polymerized for 20 seconds. A single layer of composite resin (Full Fill-Caulk/Dentsply) was then immediately placed exclusively inside the conservative cavity with no overlap on the borders. The composite resin polymerization was carried out for 40 seconds. Posteriorly, all pits and fissures of the occlusal surface, as well as the surface of the composite resin that restored the conservative cavity, were brushed with either Concise autopolymerizable pit and fissure sealant (S1) or Prisma Shield (Caulk & Dentsply) photopolymerizable sealant (S2), in the same way that the process was carried out in the teeth without chromatic alterations (Fig. 1).

On the 7th day after sealant application, as well as after 18 months, 36 months and 11
years, a staining solution, as proposed by Ohkubo et al.\textsuperscript{12} in 1982, was applied to all the occlusal surfaces for 2–3 minutes (Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that this solution is characterized by its ability to stain only the enamel surface and not the sealant, thus highlighting its contour and making it easy to identify its limits.

At these times, all the occlusal surfaces of all specimens were frontally photographed so that the edge and body of the sealant could be clearly seen. A Nikon camera equipped with a 2× magnification medical lens was used. After the photo shooting session, the bluish coloring caused by the hematoxylin in the solution was immediately removed by the application of 1% sodium hypochlorite (Fig. 3).

The photographs of each specimen taken at the aforementioned evaluation times were analyzed and compared to one another to analyze the marginal loss of sealant over time. The comparative clinical/photographic analyses, carried out 7 days, 18 months, 36 months, and 11 years after sealing, were performed by two properly calibrated examiners, using the criteria proposed by Tonn and Ryge in 1982,\textsuperscript{28} with a few modifications introduced by us (Table 1).

The results were statistically analyzed by Kappa\textsuperscript{9} test to assess the degree of reproducibility between the examiners. The Mann-Whitney non-parametric statistical test at a 5% significance level\textsuperscript{16} was applied afterwards to compare the behavior of the two sealing materials at the aforementioned times.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
R & FULL SEALING RETENTION (absolute absence of marginal loss) \\
\hline
PM & PARTIAL MARGINAL SEALING LOSS \\
PM1 & SMALL EXTENSION \\
PM2 & LARGE EXTENSION \\
PM3 & WHOLE BORDER \\
\hline
T & FULL SEALING LOSS (total lack of sealant) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Criteria for clinical/photographical analysis of sealing retention (sealing marginal loss)}
\end{table}

RESULTS

Thirty-eight occlusal sealing specimens,
corresponding to only those patients who were present for all evaluation times were analyzed for marginal alterations (Table 2). The specimens corresponding to the patients who were unable to be assessed after 11 years were discarded. According to the methodology proposed, the Kappa test was applied to the results obtained in the clinical/photographic analysis to verify the degree of agreement between the two examiners. No statistically significant difference was detected, so it was decided to consider only the results collected by one of the examiners.

Based upon the results obtained, the Mann-Whitney non-parametric statistical test significant at 5% was applied to compare the behavior of the two sealants in terms of marginal loss at the aforementioned times according to the scores obtained (Table 3).

The application of the Mann-Whitney test detected a statistically significant difference between the two sealants at 18 months (T1) and 36 months (T2). Concise sealant (S1) showed less marginal material loss over these periods. However, the same finding was not seen for the 11-year clinical/photographic analysis (T3), according to which the two sealants showed statistically similar behavior.

Table 2  Summary of clinical/photographical evaluations of occlusal sealing with Concise (S1) and Prisma Shield (S2) sealants at the initial time of analysis (7 days) (T0), 18 months (T1), 36 months (T2), and 11 years (T3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME OF ANALYSIS</th>
<th>AVERAGE OF POINTS</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 S2</td>
<td>S1 S2</td>
<td>S1 S2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Results of Mann-Whitney non-parametric test applied to the scores obtained in the clinical/photographical analysis.

* Statistically significant at 5% for H0 rejection.

Tested hypotheses:
H0: The sealants presented the same behavior.
H1: The sealants presented different behavior.
presenting the same level of marginal loss (Fig. 4a, b, c, d and 5a, b, c, d).

DISCUSSION

Caries lesions may start in pits and fissures soon after dental eruption\(^{15}\). If not prevented or treated, they may lead to dental loss. The use of pit and fissure sealants to cover these defects can hamper caries onset, and consequently, its development\(^{21-26}\). This fact is supported by what has been observed in this study and by Simonsen’s reports in 1987\(^{18}\) and in 1991\(^{19}\), which affirmed, among other considerations, that the occlusal sealants assessed 10 and 15 years after the applications presented excellent material retention rate, and, consequently, prevented dental caries. These reports also reaffirmed that the application technique is of fundamental importance for material longevity on the dental surface.

Therefore, we maintain that incorrect application of the principles of the sealing technique is the major and deciding factor in the failure of the sealing procedures, and we emphasize that if you are going to do it, “do it correctly, otherwise, don’t do it!”.

In this study, we find clear evidence of a greater sealed area on the occlusal surface of almost all the specimens that had received Prisma Shield sealing (S2). This clinical difference may have occurred by sheer chance at the moment of application of the material, but this finding could also be due to the fact that this sealant has 50% of inorganic load

![Fig. 4 Photos of specimen with Concise sealant (S1), tooth 24:](image-url)

- a: 7 days after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
- b: 18 months after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
- c: 36 months after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
- d: 11 years after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
particles in its composition, making it more viscous and thus making proper drainage in the pit as well as on the surface where it was applied difficult. This could result in a larger sealed area. This pattern was not seen with Concise Sealant (S1), which does not have load particles in its composition.

However, the discrepancy between the two sealants in the marginal alterations that was verified in the initial period (T0) gradually diminished, and a similar sealed area was found after 11 years (T3).

The Concise Sealant (S1) has pigments in its composition, making it easier to visualize changes on the occlusal surface over time. However, the coloring on the occlusal dental enamel provided by hematoxylin provided clear evidence of marginal and superficial alterations that occurred in the sealing carried out with both sealants.

In addition to the marginal changes, overall alteration of the sealing surfaces could be detected through the appearance or disappearance of superficial bubbles. This demonstrates the existence of occlusal wear suffered by both materials on the teeth positioned in the dental arch, which is caused by the movements of eruption and articular accommodation. We emphasize that the fact that Prisma Shield Sealant demonstrated a greater tendency to show these alterations at all evaluation times might be related to its greater viscosity, perhaps because the incorporation of load particles in its composition may hamper the proper draining and accommodation inside the pit, as well as on the surface to which it was applied. Considering this concept in 1994, 1996; and in 1999, Sundfeld et al., in attempting to avoid the possible formation of bubbles within the sealant, proposed that the photopolymerizable sealing material with load particles be applied to occlusal pits and

Fig. 5 Photos of specimen with Prisma Shield sealant (S2), tooth 14:

a: 7 days after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
b: 18 months after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
c: 36 months after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
d: 11 years after occlusal sealing and immediately after application of staining solution.
fissures under vibration with the help of an exploratory probe and that it be polymerized for 10 seconds after application. Although we have verified that the presence of bubbles is not detrimental to the good clinical performance of the sealant, they may be detrimental when they are located on the borders of the sealant, i.e., on the marginal sealant/enamel interface. This might, occasionally, lead to the onset of carious lesions due to a possible bacterial plaque and food residue buildup on this interface.

Although the results observed in this study can be interpreted to favor the employment of the chemically polymerizable sealant due to its lower material loss, the photopolymerizable sealant does offer some advantages. These include a reduction in work time, because it requires a polymerization time of about 40 seconds against 60 seconds for the chemically activated one, the elimination of the mixture of the two components\textsuperscript{7}, and the option for the professional to choose his working time\textsuperscript{7,23,25,26}.

The excellent clinical performance of both sealants, Concise (S1) and Prisma Shield (S2), at 18 months, 36 months, and 11 years post occlusal sealing is determined mainly by the extremely accurate technique used, with emphasis on the fact that the material was applied to conditioned dental enamel that was thoroughly dried and not contaminated. This fact is certainly correlated with the considerable retention shown by the sealing materials employed, because the enamel was acid conditioned on all occlusal surfaces, so the sealant was never applied to unconditioned enamel. This fact clearly explains why we did not observe either total loss of sealing material or carious lesions around the sealants in this study, as well as in previous studies conducted by us\textsuperscript{21-26}, even when the material was solely resinous, with or without fluoride.

In considering sealing material wear over time, we should emphasize that, from the moment of wear of the sealing material on the slope, occlusal contacts occurred between teeth, and the remaining sealant was largely kept away from the occlusal contact, thereby presenting less material wear after the articular accommodation. Thus, the sealant was subjected to less wear, only that caused by teeth brushing and by the attrition of food during mastication. It is interesting to note that, according to our results and to those of Tillis et al. in 1992\textsuperscript{27}, the sealant is susceptible to wear over time, because it is applied on the occlusal surface while permanent teeth are still in a stage of accommodation and articular positioning in the dental arch. We can therefore infer that the sealant wear over time will not interfere with its clinical purpose, provided that the remaining material covers the expected region of the pits and fissures.

Although this study presents a precise and subjective evaluation, we cannot forget the fact that, at the photo shooting sessions performed for control evaluation, it was not possible to frame the tooth in exactly the same position as in photographs taken previously, because of technical difficulties and/or because the tooth was not occupying exactly the same position and location in the dental arch at all assessed times. This fact is partially related to the slight dental movements that occur during occlusal stabilization, because the patients in this study were teenagers, and the evaluation time of 11 years was relatively long.

Likewise, other studies have reported that all sealings undergo a period of marginal loss\textsuperscript{6,10,12,18,19,21-26} and wear\textsuperscript{2,4,13,14}, which expose areas that had been previously covered by sealing material, and that these areas of material loss are intimately related to tooth anatomy and position in the arch.

It is noteworthy that the material wear could also be confirmed by the appearance, over time, of superficial bubbles in the sealings being analyzed, more specifically, on the teeth which had received Prisma Shield load sealing (S2). The clinical excellence shown by Concise sealing (S1) in this study is in accordance with Simonsen’s findings in 1987\textsuperscript{18} and 1991\textsuperscript{19}, which reported an optimum clinical behavior after 10 and 15 years of clinical analysis with a single application of this material.
Based upon the results obtained and the concepts discussed here, we conclude that the sealing materials underwent marginal alterations throughout time, with superior clinical behavior for Concise sealing (S1), at the 18-month and 36-month analyses. However, after 11 years, both materials showed the same level of marginal alteration. Neither sealing material required reapplication, because the region encompassing the pit and fissure remained covered at all aforementioned times of analysis.

Therefore, we emphasize that what is important is sealing the area necessary to protect and safely cover the critical anatomical region over time, effectively avoiding the onset of caries lesions in dental enamel structural defects.
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